This page to be glued to 1.25mm thick mounting card.

See the full range of kits at [www.kingswaymodels.com](http://www.kingswaymodels.com)
1. Cut out the main frontage as one piece from sheet 1. Carefully cut out the various window openings. (It may be easier to cut out the whole of the first floor centre window of the Home & Colonial stores, rather than the three sections)

2. Cut out the various windows from this sheet and glue in place behind the appropriate openings. Fold the International Stores door as marked and glue the tabs to give an inset doorway.

3. Cut out the side walls for the Home & Colonial from sheet 2. Glue these to the rear of the store ensuring they are flush at roof level. Similarly cut out and glue the side walls for the International Stores.

4. Cut out the flat roofs from sheet 1. Trim these carefully to fit between the walls of the two stores, and glue approx. 2mm below the top.

5. Cut out the Home & Colonial shop window from sheet 2. Score and fold back the single panel at 45°. Glue in place. Glue the side panel inside the lobby against the side wall. Add the door between the side panel and window.

6. Cut out the Albion roof from sheet 2. Score and fold along the centre. Glue in place between the walls of the adjacent stores. Add the ridge tiles from this sheet, folded lengthwise.

7. Cut out the base from sheet 2 as one piece. Glue the assembly to the base.

8. Cut out the three layers of the roof cornice from sheet 2. Glue these together one on top of the other with the largest one on top. Glue this to the roof of the Home & Colonial Store.

9. Glue the two Albion signs back to back and then fix perpendicular to the wall between the upper windows.

In case of any difficulty please consult Boris, Michael, or Theresa——, or maybe even, Nigel.

Instructions for Brexit follow on the next sheet.